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Value of Falke air rifles
August 31 2011 at 9:37 AM

Gert  (Login tarentaal)

No doubt all Falke owners have at one time or another asked the question: What is my rifle worth? 
 It comes as a surprise to see the values posted on buying and selling these rare air rifles. 

 A recent purchase of a Falke 90 at 500 Euro rased some eyebrows as it appeared to be a bit expensive?( judging by some comments) 
 Now here is my question, a new Gamo or Hatson air rifle which are the bottom of the range will cost 150- 350 euro( approx) or take a Diana 54 still being made selling new for 500 euro

(once again approx values) These air rifles are made by the 10s of thousands using plastic wherever possible. 
  

Where does the historical /scarcity equation come in with Falke? 
  

It would appear that even the Blue Book of air rifle values lists the Falke 90 at 500 dollars? Surely our falke rifles should carry a premium over and above these mentioned examples? 
  

What it actually says is that a rare stampfor example has the same monetary value as a modern stamp in everyday use? 
  

Something is radically wrong here, and it negates the effort and care one puts into investing in a very rare and historicly significant air rifle.
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I think you have a point there Gert, August 31 2011, 4:07 PM 

 
but it seems to be a feature of airgun collecting that values are generally lower than might be expected and the potential of airguns as long-term
investments is generally not very good. 
 
I don't know why this is, although I suspect it has something to do with the bad press that anything "gun-like" receives, plus laws on ownership gradually
tightening up with each generation. Uncertainty over legal right of ownership has a very negative effect on values... 

  
Also, the number of airgun collectors is a very small proportion of airgun owners overall - most people who buy an airgun seem to want such things as
power, telescopic sights, fancy accessories and so on. A hand-chequered stock and first class 1950s design and workmanship aren't high on their list of
priorities for some reason! 

  
Having said the above, the small numbers produced does seem to mean that Falke rifles hold their value well when compared to other post-WW2
airguns. But even this calculation has some uncertainty attached to it - the number of duplicate serial numbers that have appeard in the last couple of
years suggests there were probably somewhat more Falke underlevers made than previously thought. Still, even if there were twice as many made as
we once believed, they would remain scarce rifles. 

  
My solution to the above is to have low expectations of a financial return and to enjoy my collectable air rifles for what they are, rather than what they
might be worth. 
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